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The Fastest Gazelle 1989
a wide mouthed frog is interested in what other animals eat until he meets a creature that eats only wide
mouthed frogs

The wide-mouthed frog 1996
wide mouthed frog has been eating flies for a long time and decides a change of diet will do him good he hops
off to find out what other animals eat and gives himself a big fright

Literacy 2000: Grandma's memories 1989
wendy reckons she s better than all other creatures in the jungle until she meets a hungry sid the squid that is
cover

The Big Wide-mouthed Frog 1999
integrating literacy naturally is a guide for nurturing a love of literacy in both teachers and young children
more than a hundred children s book titles and other resources serve as springboards for cultivating that love
and meeting individual literacy needs in developmentally appropriate ways and educator spotlight stories
show how theories move to practice pinkerton and hewitt draw on their love of literacy and over four decades
of combined experience to help readers navigate individualized instruction purposeful play literacy integration
classroom libraries and a reimagined workshop approach examples for how to do all of this with children s
texts are presented throughout the book eight guiding principles provide an easy path to becoming an
intentional authentic teacher who focuses on the individual needs of children and avoids one sized literacy
instruction the principles grew from heart to heart conversations the authors had about joyful reading and
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writing experiences being reduced to worksheets and rote memorization in many classrooms this book moves
teachers far away from drill the skill literacy use it as a guide on your path to making literacy learning both
playful and intentional in the early childhood classroom

The Wide-mouthed Frog 1980
the play based learning and individualized strategies in this practical book build on the wide range of literacy
skills present in the kindergarten classroom this valuable resource explores simple ways to use traditional
learning centres to provide children with real and authentic reasons to listen speak read write and view
teachers will find a wealth of resources for creating meaningful learning experiences including answers to
often asked questions milestones to inform teaching instruction activities and games for both individuals and
groups literacy extensions that involve children with quality literature authentic artifacts and recordings this
highly readable book will support teachers as they move beyond worksheets and nurture students on their
journey to lifelong literacy

Wide-mouthed Frog 2008
widely recognized as a leading text in its field this popular guide explores literacy development beginning in
infancy and through fourth grade the latest edition continues to prepare teachers to create and implement
literacy rich curricula in early childhood classrooms while providing updates to federal legislation and
highlighting the impact of state standards on educational settings recent technology is integrated into
activities used to enhance literacy competencies throughout the book the author s approach to reflective
teaching empowers teachers to become effective decision makers and thoughtful mediators in children s
transactions with literacy a conceptual and theoretical foundation for describing reading and writing
processes is followed by research based descriptions of the signs of emergent literacy and developmentally
appropriate instructional strategies the emphasis on linguistic and cultural diversity includes an array of
approaches for supporting english language learners chapter extension activities challenge readers to apply
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concepts through observation research curriculum development and discussion sample observation and
assessment forms assist in determining children s progress in developing literacy

Wendy the Widemouth Frog 2008-06
this acclaimed teacher resource and course text describes proven ways to accelerate the language and literacy
development of young children including those at risk for reading difficulties the authors draw on extensive
research and classroom experience to present a complete framework for differentiated instruction and early
intervention strategies for creating literacy rich classrooms conducting effective assessments and
implementing targeted learning activities are illustrated with vivid examples and vignettes helpful
reproducible assessment tools are provided purchasers also get access to a page where they can download and
print the reproducible materials in a convenient 8 1 2 x 11 size subject areas keywords assessments at risk
students beginning readers ccss classroom environments classrooms common core state standards
differentiated instruction early childhood reading early literacy ela emergent english language arts
foundational skills interventions kindergarten language literacy development preschool prevention programs
reading difficulties response to intervention rti struggling teaching writing audience preschool and
kindergarten teachers reading specialists school and child care administrators instructors and students in
early childhood education and early literacy

Frog on a Log Fo -OSI 1996-04-01
this a complete integrated course for the foundation phase it develops specific outcomes from all eight
learning areas in each of the three workbooks and includes a teacher s resource book packed with ideas and
activities workbooks for grades 2 and 3 are fully compatible with curriculum 2005
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Integrating Literacy Naturally 2020-09-01
this book takes the creativity and inventiveness of the maker movement and applies that energy in a new way
to help children learn across all subject areas as well as broaden their world view traditional library literacy
programs have helped many children foster a love of reading but to prepare this next generation of learners
this programming needs to be modified to include technology the inherent creativity and inventiveness of the
maker movement embracing both classic and innovative technological activities provides the perfect bridge to
invigorate expand and update these programs this alternative to conventional library literacy programming
will help children learn throughout all subject areas see additional possibilities and make connections in the
world around them with this guide readers can discover how to apply maker literacy to introduce connections
that help children better understand that their experiences in life are interrelated that art can be made on a 3d
printer and that science and technology are an essential part of design this holistic approach provides a
myriad of creative opportunities for both teaching staff and the children they serve a great resource for youth
services librarians in public libraries this guide to infusing library programs with technology and maker
activities to motivate learning will also appeal to preschool and elementary librarians educators and parents

Journey to Literacy 2011
ever wonder what the rest of your class should be doing while you are working with a small reading group
debbie diller offers practical suggestions in literacy work stations making centers work for over a dozen
literacy work stations that link to classroom instruction and make preparation and management easy for
teachers learn how to set up work stations how to manage them and how to keep them going throughout the
year each chapter includes how to introduce each station which materials to include at which station what to
model the station as how to solve problems and differentiate how to assess while keeping students accountable
reflection questions for professional development materials in both english and spanish are provided in the
extensive resource section throughout the book the author has included photos of literacy workstations from a
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variety of classrooms in which she has worked to illustrate the methods discussed in the text literacy work
stations is a go to classroom resource that will help you keep all students engaged while you focus in on small
groups

Literacy Development in Early Childhood 2019-02-14
this edited volume constitutes the first serious sustained examination of the study of children s books for
children aged from 0 to 3 with contributions by scholars working in different domains and attempting to assess
the recognition of the role and influence of children s literature on the cognitive linguistic psychological and
aesthetic development of young children this collection achieves a balance between theoretical empirical
historical and cross cultural approaches by examining the broad range of children s books for children under
three years of age ranging from early concept books through wimmelbooks and abc books for small children to
picture books that support the young child s acquisition of behavioral norms most importantly the chapters
proffer new insights into the strong relationship between children s books for young children and emergent
literacy drawing on current research in children s literature research visual literacy cognitive psychology
language acquisition picture theory and pedagogy

Designing Early Literacy Programs 2014-05-01
this book builds on the guidance given by the primary strategy for literacy by filling in the gaps that the
planning documentation leaves the book provides teachers with the structures and ideas to plan creatively and
effectively for their children whilst following and enhancing the recommendations of the strategy it includes
clear and practical ways to plan units of work that embrace reading writing speaking and listening in exciting
and active ways examples of effective practice using children s work that highlight the effects of creative
planning suggestions for texts and resources that can be included in half termly and termly planning written
by a team of leading educationalists and teacher educators in the primary literacy field this edited collection is
a must have for primary teachers wishing to inject creativity into the planning of their literacy lessons
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Outcomes in Literacy, Numeracy & Life Skills 1998
the essential resource to the issues surrounding childhood care and education with contributions from noted
experts the wiley handbook of early childhood care and education is a comprehensive resource that offers a
review of the historical aspects best practices and the future directions of the field with contributions from
noted experts in the field the book contains 30 interdisciplinary essays that explore in depth the central issues
of early childhood care and education the handbook presents a benchmark reference to the basic knowledge
effective approaches to use with young children curriculum design professional development current policies
and other critical information the expert contributors address the myriad complex policy and practice issues
that are most relevant today the essays provide insight into topics such as child development and diversity the
sociocultural process of child development the importance of the home environment in the lives of young
children early childhood special education teaching and learning literacy and much more this important
resource presents a comprehensive synopsis of the major components of the field of early childhood care and
education contains contributions from leading scholars researchers and experts in the field offers the
foundational knowledge and practices for working with young children puts the focus on how early childhood
works and presents an understanding of culture as a foundational component of both child development and
early childhood education written for academic scholars researchers advocates policymakers and students of
early childhood care and education the wiley handbook of early childhood care and education is a
comprehensive resource to the major issues for dealing with childhood care and education with contributions
from noted scholars in the field

Maker Literacy 2016-11-07
this reference provides a comprehensive up to date levelled reading list created with the input of hundreds of
early literacy teachers it compiles more than 7000 caption books natural language texts series books and
children s literature for kindergarten through grade three
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Literacy Work Stations 2023-10-10
grounded in social and cognitive learning theories the second edition of apprenticeship in literacy transitions
across reading and writing k 4 still details the seven principles of apprenticeship learning and helps k 4
teachers implement and assess guided reading assisted writing literature discussion groups word study
lessons and literacy centers across an integrated curriculum the new edition also features the following
updated research emphasizing the importance of early reading as a road map for successinformation on how
behaviors from emergent to fluent align to the common core state standardsdozens of new classroom examples
students work photographs transcripts teacher student conferences and reproducible resourceslanguage
prompts that promote self regulated learnersschedules for implementing a workshop framework in whole
group small group and one to one settingssuggestions for incorporating information texts into a balanced
literacy programstronger emphasis on the importance of the writing processadditional ideas on establishing
routines and organizing the classroomthe theme of apprenticeship in literacy resonates throughout the book
children learn from teachers and teachers learn from one another as they promote children s transfer of
knowledge across multiple contexts the final chapter provides real world examples of teachers working
together to ensure that all children become literate since its original publication in 1998 apprenticeship in
literacy has become a teacher favorite covering all aspects of a balanced literacy program in an integrated
manner and showing how all components are differentiated to address the needs of diverse learners an
apprenticeship approach to literacy emphasizes the role of the teacher in providing demonstrations engaging
children monitoring their understanding providing timely support and ultimately withdrawing that support as
the child gains independence

Emergent Literacy 2011-10-26
drawing provides opportunities for children to communicate their thoughts even when they do not have the
vocabulary or the english proficiency to fully explain their ideas this practical guide presents foundational
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information on the role of drawing in vocabulary development the authors describe a research based
intervention designed to support and expand young multilingual learners experiences with content area
vocabulary they provide teaching examples from several content area investigations carried out in head start
contexts serving multilingual students these vignettes accompanied by student work samples and excerpts of
dialogue will help early childhood educators effectively integrate this pedagogical approach into their
classrooms the user friendly text includes curriculum support materials such as lesson planning templates and
lists of recommended children s literature and media guided drawing with multilingual preschoolers shows
teachers how to use guided drawing in conjunction with established practices to help all young students
develop language and content knowledge particularly in science book features an innovative pedagogical
intervention that was created by the authors to use in head start classrooms an actionable approach to
teaching content area vocabulary in the classroom that works with young multilingual learners tables with
quick summaries of developmental milestones and teaching points guidance for early educators who
understand the importance of building word and world knowledge in authentic ways while children are
learning english teaching examples that highlight language rich interactions and strategies for supporting
multilingual learners curriculum connections to culturally relevant childrenÕs literature media and high
quality informational texts

Planning Creative Literacy Lessons 2013-05-13
the practical guide to classroom literacy assessment is every teacher s indispensable guide to assessment of all
aspects of elementary literacy it is an engaging and comprehensive resource for practitioners and pre service
teachers that integrates assessment and instruction activities to demonstrate practical ways for embedding
test preparation into teaching and learning authentic teaching situations and dialogues in a story like setting
help readers become part of the background as observers then use the structures and similar activities in their
own teaching the authors present specific assessment formats with how to and when to guidelines for reading
writing and speaking illustrated with rich examples dialogues scenarios checklists and student samples an
essential teacher s resource for linking literacy instruction and assessment more closely evaluating grading
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and providing meaningful instruction while conforming to current testing mandates this is also an invaluable
reference for coaches and administrators

The Wiley Handbook of Early Childhood Care and Education
2019-01-28
john has many different boxes

Matching Books to Readers 1999
engage literacy is the new reading scheme from raintree that introduces engaging and contemporary content
to motivate and support early readers while providing a reliable and instructional framework all titles are
precisely levelled with new vocabulary being introduced and reinforced throughout the levels this book is the
teacher s resource book accompanying levels 15 20 book bands orange turquoise and purple it includes
instructional notes oral running records photocopiable worksheets for comprehension support and much more

Systematic and Engaging Early Literacy 2012-12-20
draws on critical and radical change theory to equip both aspiring and practicing library and teacher
candidates with practical research based ideas for enacting critical literacy practices in middle grade libraries
and classrooms genre based strategies to promote critical literacy in grades 4 8 provides strategies and lesson
plans with additional resources and tools for school librarians and teachers to engage middle grade students in
reading children s literature through a critical literacy lens to be critically literate readers and thinkers
students must learn to question what they read asking themselves who wrote the text why the text was written
and how the text positions its readers and others teaching students how to read from a critical literacy stance
is a timely and relevant practice in a world in which text is available instantly and on nearly any mobile device
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in many cases preparation programs for school librarians and teachers do not teach candidates how to
incorporate critical literacy practices in library and classroom settings this book provides both pre service and
in service school librarians and teachers with that professional development and guidance for teaching critical
literacy in children s literature courses

Notes on Literacy 2023-10-10
developing literacy skills will help improve your students literacy from national curriculum level 3 to level 4
back cover

Apprenticeship in Literacy 2023
a printed bound version of the official fountas pinnell leveled book list sorted by title and by level

Guided Drawing With Multilingual Preschoolers 2007
designed to promote literacy in young children and to empower parents educators and librarians this guide is
filled with simple strategies creative activities and detailed instructions that help make reading fun
encouraging a love of reading in young children can be a source of both great frustration and immense joy this
handy resource provides essential tips techniques and strategies for making early literacy development fun
and inspiring a lifelong love of reading read rhyme and romp early literacy skills and activities for librarians
teachers and parents explores the six basic pre literacy skills that experts agree are necessary for a young
child to be ready to learn to read special sections within each chapter are dedicated to the specific needs of
preschool teachers parents and librarians making the content relevant to different settings recommended book
lists personal anecdotes and literacy rich activities combine to create an effective and accessible plan for
implementing an early literacy program
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The Practical Guide to Classroom Literacy Assessment 1989
science is often a forgotten subject in early elementary grades as various mandates require teachers to focus
on teaching young students to achieve specific reading and mathematical competencies this book offers
specific examples and empirical evidence of how integrated science literacy curriculum and teaching in urban
primary grade classrooms give students opportunities to learn science and to develop positive images of
themselves as scientists the integrated science literacy enactments isle approach builds on multimodal
multidimensional and dialogically oriented teaching and learning principles readers see how as children
engage with texts material objects dialogue ideas and symbols in their classroom community they are helped
to bridge their own understandings and ways with words and images with those of science in doing so they
become learners of both science and literacy the book features both researcher and teacher perspectives it
explores science learning and its intersection with literacy development in schools that educate predominately
children of color many of whom struggle with poverty and have been traditionally underestimated underserved
and underrated in science classrooms in all these ways this volume is a significant contribution to a critically
under researched area of science education

Literacy 2000 2017-02-01
in 1750 half the population were unable to sign their names by 1914 england together with handful of
advanced western countries had for the first time in history achieved a nominally literate society this book
seeks to understand how and why literacy spread into every interstice of english society and what impact it
had on the lives and minds of the common people

Engage Literacy Teachers Resource Extended Edition Level 15-20
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1989
this book provides an introduction to poststructural and posthumanist theories in order to imagine new
possibilities for expanding literacy education the authors put to work these theories in the context of an
elementary school classroom examining literacy based activities that occur as students participate with
materials in a multimedia writers studio focusing on literacy processes the book emphasizes the fluid and
sometimes unintentional ways multimodal artifacts come into being through intra actions with human and
nonhuman materials because these theories emphasize the unplanned nonlinear aspects of literacy the authors
demonstrate an approach to literacy that works against the grain of standardization and rigid curricular
models go be a writer reveals that when educators appreciate the value of unscripted intra actions they allow
for more authentic learning

Literacy 2000: What's around the corner? 2019-10-21
in recent years narrative skills have been receiving increasing attention from researchers for their relevance
in the development of language literacy and socio cognitive abilities this volume brings together studies
focusing on two key issues in the development of children s narrative skills the first part of the volume
addresses the issue of the interrelatedness between narrative skills and literacy language and socio cognitive
development as well as of the impact of narrative practices on the promotion of these different skills the
second part of the volume addresses the issue of how early interactional experiences particular contextual
settings and specific intervention procedures can help children promote their narrative skills the studies span
a wide age range from toddlers to late elementary school children concern different languages dutch english
french german hebrew and italian and consider narrative skills and practices from a rich variety of theoretical
and methodological approaches
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Genre-Based Strategies to Promote Critical Literacy in Grades 4–8
2002
research on the development on written language and literacy is inherently multidisciplinary in this book
leading researchers studying brain cognition and behavior come together in revealing how children develop
written language and literacy why they may experience difficulties and which interventions may help those
who struggle each chapter provides an overview of a specific area of expertise focusing on typical and atypical
development providing steps for future research and discussing practical implications of the work the book
covers areas of bilingualism dyslexia reading comprehension learning to read atypical populations intervention
and new media thus the book presents a comprehensive overview of the current state of affairs in this field of
research the various book chapters have been written by researchers who all have collaborated at some point
in their careers with ludo verhoeven whose research sets the example for the importance of crossing
disciplinary borders to research to take the next important steps the combination of the research in this book
sets the stage for future research that connects various fields and hopes to inspire anyone interested in the
development of written language and literacy

Literacy on Display 2000

Developing Literacy Skills 1992

Look what Happened to Frog 1996-12
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Australian National Bibliography 2006

The Fountas and Pinnell Leveled Book List K-8 2012-06-26

Read, Rhyme, and Romp 2013-05-07

Children's Ways with Science and Literacy 1993-07-30

Literacy and Popular Culture 2016-04-15

Go Be a Writer! 2003

Newsletter of the Black Caucus of the American Library
Association 2019-05-15
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Narrative, Literacy and Other Skills 2017-12-15

Developmental Perspectives in Written Language and Literacy
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